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Continuous-Time Switched $H_\infty$ Proportional-Integral Observer: Application for Sideslip and road bank angles estimation

Lghani Menhour, Damien Koenig and Brigitte d’Andréa-Novel

Abstract—In this work, a Continuous-Time Switched $H_\infty$ Proportional-Integral (CTSH$_\infty$PI) observer is presented. The estimation method is based on a proportional-integral observer introduced by [13], [11], [12]. The estimation method is used to estimate simultaneously the state variables and unknown inputs of switched systems. A design method is established using a common Lyapunov function and $H_\infty$ norm. Its stability and global convergence conditions are proved and expressed in terms of LMIs. All conditions are established under given switching signals. The estimation method is applied in vehicle dynamics to estimate simultaneously the vehicle sideslip angle and road bank angle. Moreover, the switching signal is deduced from measured premise variables. Simulation tests with experimental data are included to demonstrate the advantage of this method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of efficient intelligent systems like intelligent transportation systems requires the knowledge of the vehicle models, for example control and estimation algorithms. Indeed, the design of such algorithms to estimate the dynamical parameters and some unknown inputs, requires the adequate models. However, the knowledge of these models is generally poor and local. Consequently, to overcome such a constraint and improve these models, several solution are developed among which the switched systems. The switched systems have been introduced recently [15], [14], [6], [2], [4], [16], [25], [19], [18], [17], [22], [7] and are an important class of hybrid systems. Such systems are defined by a finite number of subsystems and a switching rule that orchestrates switching between them, in other words, the switching rule is generally employed to activate the corresponding subsystem.

Several investigations on analysis and synthesis of such systems under arbitrary switching signals are conducted [16], [25], [19] and the references cited therein. In particular, the stability analysis of switching linear systems is widely addressed by using switched Lyapunov functions [15], [6], [2], [4] and a common quadratic Lyapunov function [16], [25], [19], [18]. In several cases, the stability analysis in the Lyapunov sense allows to develop design methods via LMI optimization with $H_\infty$ norm performance. Such a approach is used to design several control and estimation algorithms like those presented in [15], [14], [4].

The aim of this study is to propose a continuous-time switched observer to estimate simultaneously the vehicle dynamics states and unknown input. The use of switched systems is due to the simplicity of lateral tire force models, road conditions and longitudinal speed variation. In order to design efficient safety systems to improve the stability and the steerability of the vehicle, an accurate estimation of some parameters (like sideslip angle) and unknown inputs (like road bank angle) is required. Moreover, the measurements provided by low cost sensors like a lateral accelerometer and a yaw rate gyrometer are affected considerably by a road bank angle. The road bank angle play a crucial role on maximal achievable velocity in a bend. Concerning the sideslip angle, it is also used in the existence safety systems like ESP, and its estimation allows us overcome the use of more expensive sensors like Correvit sensor (around 15 K€).

The sideslip and road bank angles estimation problems have been already treated in several works like in [9], [8], [23], [21], [28], [10], [5], [3], [24], [1]. Some of these works assume that the vehicle model parameters are well known which is not generally the case. Moreover, the spectral domain of the road bank angle is in low frequency range and can be considered as an unknown input, then, its estimation can be performed by a PI observer [13], [11], [12]. In order to increase the estimation performance, a switched PI observer strategy is used. This method takes also advantage of common Lyapunov function design method [16], [25], [19], [18] and $H_\infty$ norm [6], [26], [27], [14]. This, in order to guarantee an appropriate estimation of sideslip and road bank angles, whatever the parameter variations, like tire cornering stiffnesses and longitudinal speed.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a lateral vehicle model and design problem of CTSH$_\infty$ PI Observer are presented. Design observer method and its proof are established in Section III. A validation results using the experimental data are presented in Section IV. In section V, conclusions and perspectives are given.

II. VEHICLE MODEL AND SWITCHED ESTIMATION PROBLEM

A. Single-track vehicle model

The bicycle vehicle model used in this study is composed of three degrees-of-freedom: sideslip, yaw and roll motions.
The state representation of this model is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x} &= Ax(t) + Bu(t) + F\omega(t) \\
y &= Cx(t)
\end{align*}
\]

where:

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
-\frac{L_0 C_{a,0}}{\ell m v_x} & -1 & \frac{L_0 C_{a,1}}{\ell m v_x} & \frac{C_{a,3}}{\ell m v_x} & -\frac{h_d}{\ell v_x} \\
\frac{C_{a,0}}{\ell v_x} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & -\frac{C_{a,2}}{\ell v_x} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\frac{L_C f}{I_c m v_x} & \frac{l f C_f}{I_c} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}, \quad H = 
\]

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
l C_f I_c m v_x(t) \\
l f C_f I_c \\
0 \\
C_f / I_x
\end{bmatrix}, \quad C = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}, \quad u = \delta, \quad \omega = \phi_e, \quad \phi_e \text{ is an unknown input situated in low frequency.}
\]

Notice that the lateral tire forces are supposed to be proportional to sideslip angles of each axle as follows:

\[
F_{f1} = C_f \left( \delta - \frac{L_f W}{V_c} \right) \quad \text{and} \quad F_{r1} = -C_r \left( \beta - \frac{L_r W}{V_c} \right)
\]

B. Switched estimation: problem formulation

The simplicity of model (1) is not an advantage to have an efficient estimation of sideslip and of road bank angles. Otherwise, the parameters of such a model (1) like longitudinal speed \( V \) and cornering stiffnesses coefficients \( C_f \) and \( C_r \) vary over the time. In fact, for braking or driving maneuvers, \( V, C_f \) and \( C_r \) become variables. Figure 1 shows the measured lateral tire force characteristic during braking maneuver. We can observer that \( C_f \) and \( C_r \) have two different dynamics.

\[
\begin{align*}
\hat{z} &= \sum_{i=1}^{M} \alpha_i(\vartheta(t))(\Pi_i z + K_{pi} y + T_i F_i \vartheta + T_i B_i u(t)) \\
\vartheta &= \sum_{i=1}^{M} \alpha_i(\vartheta(t))(K_i (y - C_i \hat{z})) \\
\hat{x} &= \sum_{i=1}^{M} \alpha_i(\vartheta(t))(z + N_i y)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\text{subject to } \left\| \begin{bmatrix} G(s) \vartheta \end{bmatrix} \right\|_\infty < \gamma
\]

where \( \left\| G(s) \vartheta \right\|_\infty \) denotes the \( H_{\infty} \) norm from \( \vartheta(t) \) to \( \hat{\xi}(t) - \xi(t) \).

The problem of the continuous-time switched \( H_{\infty} \) PI observer design is also reduced to finding matrices \( \Pi_i, K_{pi}, K_i, T_i, K_{fi}, N_i \) for each \( i \) such that S1 hold. Moreover, the spectral domain of the bank angle is in a low frequency range. Then, its estimation and the estimation of dynamical states can be performed simultaneously with such an observer. The general assumptions of [12, A1 to A4b] are reduced to:

A1:

\[
\text{rank}(F_i) = n_{w}, \quad \text{rank}(C_i) = m; \quad \forall i = 1, \cdots, M.
\]

A2:

\[
\text{rank}\left( \begin{bmatrix} p I_n - A_i & -F_i \\ 0 & p I_m \end{bmatrix} \right) = n + \text{rank}(F_i)
\]

\[\forall \text{rank}(p) \geq 0; \quad \forall i = 1, \cdots, M.\]

Remark 1: Assumption A1 ensures respectively that the UI’s and measurements are linearly independent. Assumption A2 ensures that the detectability properties is satisfied.
III. CONTINUOUS-TIME SWITCHED H∞ PI OBSERVER DESIGN

In this section, we present a method to design the continuous-time switched H∞ PI observer (5) for system (3), and we state the following theorem.

**Theorem 1:** Under A1, A2, there exist matrices $T_i$, $N_i$, $K_i$, $\Pi_i$, for $i = 1, \ldots, M$, such that

\[
T_i = I_n \quad \text{and} \quad K_i = \Pi_i N_i
\]

(6)

(7)

(8)

then, the estimation errors become

\[
\dot{\hat{z}} = (T_i A_i - K_i C_i) \hat{z} + T_i F_i \omega - T_i F_i \omega
\]

(9)

\[
\dot{\hat{w}} = -K_i C_i \hat{z}
\]

(10)

\[
\dot{\hat{\xi}} = -L_i \hat{z}
\]

(11)

**Proof:** Suppose that the conditions (6), (7) and (8) hold, then the dynamics of the state estimation errors $e_x$ and UI estimation $\hat{w}$ become respectively:

\[
\dot{\hat{z}} = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \alpha_i(\vartheta(t)) (z - T_i x)
\]

(12)

from (3), (5), (6), (7) and (8), the time derivative of (12) gives

\[
\dot{\hat{z}} = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \alpha_i(\vartheta(t)) ((T_i A_i - K_i C_i) \hat{z} + T_i F_i \omega - T_i F_i \omega)
\]

(13)

Let us now consider the time derivative of the unknown input estimation $\hat{w}$, from (5) we obtain

\[
\dot{\hat{w}} = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \alpha_i(\vartheta(t)) (K_i (y - C_i \hat{z}))
\]

(14)

where

\[
e_x = x - \hat{x} = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \alpha_i(\vartheta(t)) ((I_n - N_i C_i - T_i) x - \hat{z})
\]

(15)

From (6), (15) becomes

\[
e_x = -\hat{z}
\]

(16)

and from (16), (14) becomes

\[
\dot{\hat{w}} = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \alpha_i(\vartheta(t)) (-K_i C_i \hat{z})
\]

(17)

which deduce (11). To consider all switches cases, we consider the particular case $\alpha_i(\vartheta(t)) = 1$ and $\alpha_{i \neq i}(\vartheta(t)) = 0$. Then, (13) and (17) become

\[
\dot{\hat{z}} = (T_i A_i - K_i C_i) \hat{z} + T_i F_i \omega - T_i F_i \omega
\]

(18)

from (18) the following augmented system is deduced:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{e}_x(t) &= [A_{ai} - K_{ai} C_{ai}] e_x(t) + F_{ai} \omega(t) \\
\dot{\hat{\xi}}(t) &= L_{ai} e_x(t)
\end{align*}
\]

(19)

where

\[
e_x(t) = \begin{bmatrix} \hat{z} \\ \dot{\hat{w}} \end{bmatrix}, \quad A_{ai} = \begin{bmatrix} T_i A_i & T_i F_i \\ 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}, \quad K_{ai} = \begin{bmatrix} K_i \\ K_h \end{bmatrix},
\]

\[
C_{ai} = \begin{bmatrix} C_i \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}, \quad F_{ai} = \begin{bmatrix} -T_i F_i \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} \quad \text{and} \quad L_{ai} = \begin{bmatrix} -L_i \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

The solution $[ T_i \quad N_i ] \begin{bmatrix} I_n \\ C_i \end{bmatrix} = I$ of (6) depends on the rank of matrix $[ I_n \quad C_i ]$. Since $[ I_n \quad C_i ]$ is of full column rank, a solution of (6) is

\[
[ T_i \quad N_i ] = \begin{bmatrix} I_n \quad C_i \end{bmatrix}^+ = \left( \begin{bmatrix} I_n \\ C_i \end{bmatrix}^T \begin{bmatrix} I_n \\ C_i \end{bmatrix} \right)^{-1} \begin{bmatrix} I_n \\ C_i \end{bmatrix}^T
\]

**Remark 2:** The detectability of the $(A_{ai}, C_{ai})$ is equivalent to A2. The proof is detailed in the appendix of [12].

Therefore the switched H∞ PI observer design problem is reduced to find the proportional $K_{pi}$ and integral $K_{di}$ gains such that $[A_{ai} - K_{ai} C_{ai}]$ is a stable matrix for $i = 1, \ldots, M$ and S2 is hold. In order to achieve this objective, consider the following theorem:

**Theorem 2:** Suppose that for all $(i \in \{1, \ldots, M\})$, the pair $(A_{ai}, C_{ai})$ is detectable (see remark 2). If there exist a level of attenuation $\gamma > 0$, a common symmetric positive definite matrix $P \in \mathbb{R}^{(n+n_a) \times (n+n_a)}$ and matrices $\Gamma_{ai} \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times (n+n_a)}$ such that the following inequality is satisfied for $i = 1, \ldots, M$:

\[
\min_{\Gamma_{ai}} \begin{bmatrix} A_{ai}^T + \Gamma_{ai}^T \Gamma_{ai} + \Gamma_{ai} C_{ai} P F_{ai}^T L_{ai}^T
\]

\[
F_{ai} P - \gamma^2 I & 0 \\
L_{ai} & -I \end{bmatrix} < 0
\]

(20)

then the switched H∞ PI observer (5) is obtained. Moreover, the gains $K_{ai}$ of the switched H∞ PI observer are given by $K_{ai} = \begin{bmatrix} K_{di} \\ K_{pi} \end{bmatrix} = -P^{-1} \Gamma_{ai}$ and $A_{ai}^T P + P A_{ai}$.

**Proof:** In order to establish sufficient condition for the existence of (5), satisfying the specifications S1 and S2, the following inequality should be verified

\[
V + \xi^T \xi - \gamma^2 \omega^T \omega < 0
\]

(21)

where $V(e_x(t), t) = e_x^T(t) P e_x(t)$ is the Lyapunov function candidate with $P > 0$. The time derivative of $V(e_x(t), t)$ along the trajectory of system (19) gives

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{V} &= e_x^T(t) P e_x(t) + e_x(t) P e_x(t) + \xi^T(t) \xi(t) - \gamma^2 \omega^T \omega(t) \\
&< e_x^T(t) (A_{ai} - K_{ai} C_{ai})^T P e_x(t) + \xi^T(t) P e_x(t) + e_x(t) P e_x(t) - \gamma^2 \omega^T \omega(t) \\
&+ \xi^T(t) (L_{ai} e_x(t) - \gamma^2 \omega^T \omega(t) \\
&< e_x^T(t) (A_{ai} - K_{ai} C_{ai})^T P + P (A_{ai} - K_{ai} C_{ai}) e_x(t) + e_x(t) P e_x(t) - \gamma^2 \omega^T \omega(t) \\
&+ \xi^T(t) P e_x(t) - \gamma^2 \omega^T \omega(t) \omega(t) < 0
\end{align*}
\]

which can be rewritten as follows

\[
\begin{bmatrix} e_x(t) \\ \omega(t) \end{bmatrix}^T \begin{bmatrix} \Delta_{ai} + L_{ai}^T L_{ai} \omega(t) \\
F_{ai} P \omega(t) \end{bmatrix} < 0
\]

(22)

where $\Delta_{ai} = (A_{ai} - K_{ai} C_{ai})^T P + P (A_{ai} - K_{ai} C_{ai})$. If follows S1 for any gain $[ e_x(t) \quad \omega(t) ] \neq 0$ if:

\[
\begin{bmatrix} \Delta_{ai} + L_{ai}^T L_{ai} P F_{ai}^T \omega(t) \end{bmatrix} < 0
\]

(23)
Using Schur complement, (23) becomes
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\Delta_{ai} & PF_{ai} \\
\bar{F}_{ai}^T P & -\gamma^2 I \\
I & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix}
< 0
\] (24)

Substituting $\Gamma_{ai} = -PK_{ai}$ into (24), (20) is obtained, with $K_{ai} = [K_i \quad K_h] = -P^{-1}\Gamma_{ai}$.

Finally, the following algorithm summarizes all steps required to design a continuous-time switched $H_{\infty}$ PI observer.

**Algorithm 1:** for all $i \in \{1, \cdots, M\}$
- Compute $[T_i \quad N_i] = [I \quad C_i]$
- Solve the convex optimization problem defined by (20) which gives $K_{ai} = [K_i \quad K_h] = -P^{-1}\Gamma_{ai}$
- Deduce $\Pi_i = T_iA_i - K_iC_i$ and $K_{pi} = K_i + \Pi_iN_i$.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

In this section, an experimental validation of a continuous-time switched $H_{\infty}$ PI observer is presented. This validation is performed to estimate the road bank and vehicle sideslip angles. The main experimental measurements used for validation are: driver steering angle, longitudinal speed, roll angle, yaw and roll rates. These data are shown by blue curves of Figures 2, 4 and 5. These data are acquired with an instrumented Peugeot 406 vehicle equipped with several sensors like steering angle, accelerometers, Correvit, odometers, gyrometers and four dynamometric hubs. The acquisition device operates at frequency 200Hz.

A. First scenario: longitudinal speed premise variable

The simulation test is conducted in accordance with the following switching rule using measured longitudinal speed
\[
\begin{align*}
V_1 &= V_{s1} & i &= 1 & \text{if } \vartheta \in [V_{s1} - \Delta, V_{s1} + \Delta], \\
V_2 &= V_{s2} & i &= 2 & \text{if } \vartheta \in [V_{s2} - \Delta, V_{s2} + \Delta], \\
V_3 &= V_{s3} & i &= 3 & \text{if } \vartheta \in [V_{s3} - \Delta, V_{s3} + \Delta].
\end{align*}
\] (25)

where $V_{s1} = 36km/h$, $V_{s2} = 63km/h$, $V_{s3} = 90km/h$ and $\Delta = \frac{V_{s1} + V_{s3}}{2}$ for $l = 1, \cdots, 2$ (see switching rule presented in figure 3), then, three local models are obtained $M = 3$ and $i = 1, 2, 3$. The stability of $CTSH_{\infty}$ PI observer (5) is guaranteed by the resolution of 3 LMIs of theorem 2 to obtain a common Lyapunov matrix $P$ and three matrices $\Gamma_{ai1}$, $\Gamma_{ai2}$ and $\Gamma_{ai3}$.

Figures 4 and 5 show an experimental evaluation of the CT $H_{\infty}$ PI Observer. All dynamical estimated parameters are close to the measurements like sideslip angle at the CoG, yaw rate, roll angle and roll rate. Figure 5 shows also the estimation of unknown input (road bank angle). However, the poor estimation of the road bank angle can be observed between the abscissa 300 m and 800 m. During this phase, the experimental trial is characterized by a sharp braking maneuver as shown by the longitudinal speed of Figure 2 and tire force characteristic of Figure 1. Moreover, the UI attenuation properties of the transfer functions $(L_{ai}(pl - (A_{ai} - K_{ai}C_{ai}))^{-1}F_{ai})$ between $\omega$ to $\xi$ for three values of longitudinal speed are presented in Figure 6. Moreover, by computing $\|\omega\|_2$ and $\|\xi\|_2 = \|\beta - \hat{\beta}\|_2$, gives

$\frac{\|\xi\|_2}{\|\omega\|_2} = 9.538e - 004 < \gamma^* = 2.1$ (26)

Fig. 2. Measured driver steering angle and longitudinal speed

Fig. 3. Switching rule on longitudinal speed

Fig. 4. Sideslip angle, yaw rate, roll angle and roll rate: estimated and measured

To improve this estimation, in the following subsection a switching rules on the cornering stiffnesses $C_f$ and $C_r$ using the approximated front and rear sideslip angles as premise variable.
B. Second scenario: sideslip angle premise variable

For this test, a switching rule on tire cornering stiffnesses is constructed using the approximated front and rear sideslip angle $\alpha_{(f,r)}$ as premise variable as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
C_{(f,r)} &= C_{(f,r)_1} \quad \text{and} \quad i = 1 \quad \text{If} \quad \vartheta = \alpha_{(f,r)} < \alpha^* \\
C_{(f,r)} &= C_{(f,r)_2} \quad \text{and} \quad i = 2 \quad \text{If} \quad \vartheta = \alpha_{(f,r)} > \alpha^*
\end{align*}
$$

with $\alpha^* \approx 0.5 \text{Deg}$ for our case study (see Figure 1). This rule is considered in order to take into account the variation occurred during the braking maneuver displayed on Figure 1. This variation is described by two operating modes, then, two CTSH$_{\infty}$ PI observers (5) are designed ($M = 2$ and $i = 1, 2$), and their stability is guaranteed by the resolution of 2 LMIs of theorem 2 to obtain a common Lyapunov matrix $P$. The corresponding switching signal is displayed on Figure 7.

Figure 8 shows the road bank angle estimation result. This result is slightly improved between the abscissa 300 m and 800 m by comparing it to the result of Figure 5. This improvement can also be justified by the uses an adequate switching rule. Nevertheless, the estimation results of the dynamical parameters are approximately the same with first scenario. The UI $\omega(t) = \phi_r(t)$ attenuation property subsystems ($(A_{ai} - K_{ai}C_{ai}), F_{ai}, L_{ai}$) from $\omega(t)$ to $\hat{\xi}$ are shown in Figure 9. By computing, $\|\omega\|_2$ and $\|\hat{\xi}\|_2 = \|\beta - \hat{\beta}\|_2$, which gives

$$
\|\omega\|_2 = 8.8542e^{-003} < \gamma' = 2.1
$$

It should be pointed out that for two simulation tests, the optimization problem is solved using YALMIP software [20].

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, design problem of continuous-time switched $H_{\infty}$ PI observer is addressed. Based on a common Lyapunov function method and $H_{\infty}$ norm, design method and proofs of global convergence are established. All conditions are expressed in term of the LMIs. This observer is applied on vehicle dynamics to estimate simultaneously the vehicle
sideslip angle and the road bank angle (unknown input). Two simulation tests with two switching rules are conducted: for first one, the switching rule is constructed using measured longitudinal speed \( V_c(t) \) as premise variable, while for the second one, the switching rule is designed using the approximated front and rear sideslip angles \( \alpha(t) \) as premise variable. Simulation results with experimental data show the ability of proposed design method to provide an adequate estimation of state variables and unknown inputs. It should be mentioned that the estimation of sideslip angle is an important step to design efficient safety systems. Moreover, such a variable is used in ESP system which improves the handling and stability of the vehicle. Especially, overcome the use of more expensive sensors like Correvit sensor (around 15 K€) which is currently used to measure such an angle.

To improve the estimation of road bank angles, a switching rule on tire cornering stiffnesses \( C_f \) and \( C_r \) must be enlarged to the estimated lateral and vertical tire forces. Then, the estimated sideslip and road bank angles could be used in future stabilizing algorithms, particularly for critical situations like understeering and oversteering in curved trajectories which require such data.
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### Notations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Variable name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( V_c )</td>
<td>longitudinal speed ([km/h])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \psi, \phi )</td>
<td>yaw rate ([rad/s]) and yaw angle ([rad])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \dot{\psi}, \dot{\phi} )</td>
<td>roll rate ([rad/s]) and vehicle roll angle ([rad])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta, \delta )</td>
<td>sideslip angle at the CoG ([rad]) and wheel steer angle ([rad])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \theta_b )</td>
<td>road bank angle ([rad])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F_{yr}, F_{yr} )</td>
<td>front and rear lateral forces in the vehicle coordinate ([N])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L_Y, L_\theta )</td>
<td>distances from the CoG to the front and rear axes ([m])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( I_\theta )</td>
<td>distance between the roll center and the CoG ([m])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( I_\gamma )</td>
<td>yaw moment of inertia ([kg.m^2])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( I_\psi )</td>
<td>moment of inertia about ([x] ) axis ([kg.m^2])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_f, C_r )</td>
<td>front and rear cornering stiffnesses ([N/rad])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_r )</td>
<td>roll stiffness coefficient ([N.m.rad^{-1}])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b )</td>
<td>roll damping coefficient ([N.m.s.rad^{-1}])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha_x, \alpha_y )</td>
<td>front and rear tire slip angles ([rad])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g, m )</td>
<td>acceleration due to gravity ([m/s^2]) and vehicle mass ([kg])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \forall )</td>
<td>stands for the transpose matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \forall^+ )</td>
<td>symmetric positive definite matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \forall^* )</td>
<td>pseudoinverse matrix of Moore-Penrose</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>